
Recommended  
for Professionals.  
By Professionals.
Next generation food service counters, 
uprights and wine fridges

Refrigeration and Freezing:
Food Service



The highest level of 
precision and reliability
---
 
The new generation of appliances 
from the specialist for professional 
cooling solutions in commercial use.

No matter whether it is for the hotel catering industries, 
whether the focus is on perfect wine tempering or the 
longest possible storage of fresh food, whether it is for 
cooling or freezing, whether on the countertop, in large 
scale catering or under the bar: Liebherr has the right 
cooling solution for you.

As a specialist in commercial cooling and freezing, we  
offer you an extensive range of innovative, sustainable, 
and energy-efficient professional appliances. The latest 
addition to our high-performance portfolio: Liebherr’s new 
counter fridges and the new generation of freestanding 
appliances. Their extremely reliable and precise refrigeration 
performance promotes your professional excellence and 
ensures the storage safety and freshness of your food.  
In addition, all Liebherr appliances are extremely easy  
to use and have extremely low total operating costs.

Liebherr quality pays off. A minimum of 15 years –  
because that’s the least your Liebherr will last. Try it  
out for yourself and see just how long you can enjoy  
your Liebherr appliance.
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The specialist for cooling and freezing 
in all areas. Also known as: Liebherr.

With its outstanding quality, pioneering technologies,  
and aesthetic yet user-friendly design, Liebherr continues 
to set new standards. How do we do it? By specialising  
in what we do: designing and manufacturing outstanding 
refrigerators and freezers. Particularly when it comes  
to professional use. Liebherr appliances are explicitly 
designed for the special requirements of this field. And 
they have a clear mission: To facilitate your demanding 
work every day with the highest precision and safety.

Quality is  
in Liebherr’s DNA.
---
Our work is driven by the high  
demands of our customers  
worldwide. For more than 65 years, 
Liebherr has been offering high- 
quality appliances for private and 
commercial use that meet these  
high demands and that both prove 
themselves and pay off in the  
long term.

Liebherr delivers the new top  
performer for your sector.

Those who want perfection, choose  
perfection: Specially developed for the  
food and beverage sector, professional 
refrigerators and freezers from Liebherr 
meet the highest demands with extra 
robustness, cost efficiency and are easy  
to clean. Food and beverages are – even  
at ambient temperatures of up to 43 °C – 
and many door opening cycles – reliably  
and safely stored while at the same time 
optimally and attractively presented.

Brand and quality Brand and quality

Tested down to the finest detail. And more.

From conception through to development and production to marketing, 
Liebherr does everything in its power to offer top quality, innovative 
products. As early as the development stage we test all the refrigeration, 
mechanical, and electronic components for reliable operation. Before  
we approve a door hinge, for example, it must undergo at least 100,000 
opening cycles. You can be sure: Your Liebherr appliance will be the 
professional partner at your side – 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

The Liebherr factor:

Professional refrigerators  
and freezers  

•   Specially developed for the  
food and beverage sector

•   Secure, food-safe storage 
•   Perfect presentation of goods
•   Top quality thanks to  

elaborate test procedures
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Conscientiously developed

Liebherr takes a holistic view of sustainability, starting 
with development of appliances and the responsible design 
of production and supply chains through to an energy- 
saving and virtually maintenance-free usage phase.

Responsibly manufactured

To conserve resources, energy released during production 
is reused to heat buildings using progressive methods.  
We also purify the water after the manufacturing process 
to ensure it is free of pollutants.

Naturally cooled

Liebherr was the first to switch its entire range of fridges 
to CFC-free refrigerants and propellants. Today, we use 
only the natural refrigerants R600 and R290, which  
are specially designed for highly efficient compressors 
and guarantee low energy consumption.

Total responsibility
---
Liebherr works to use resources  
sustainably and strives for  
continuous improvement along  
the entire product life cycle.  
We continually develop more  
environmentally friendly methods  
of producing more sustainable  
products – with the renowned  
Liebherr quality.

Sustainability Efficiency

Economical  
through and through
---
In times of rising electricity prices 
and extreme fluctuations in demand, 
a Liebherr professional appliance  
pays off in many ways: In addition  
to its low energy consumption, its  
perfect cooling power, robust materials 
and high-quality refrigeration  
components, and last but not least, 
the low maintenance and servicing 
costs ensure an optimal TCO (Total 
Cost of Ownership).

Outstanding service life

Liebherr appliances are designed for a service cycle of  
15 years. Extremely robustly manufactured, they optimally 
withstand demands of daily use. That is quality that pays 
off – for many years to come.

Maintenance-free with long spare parts availability

A Liebherr is designed to be enjoyed for a long time at a  
low cost: Liebherr’s professional freestanding appliances 
operate without filters or other components and parts that 
require regular replacement. If spare parts are needed, 
they are available for 10 years after the series has been 
discontinued. 

Consistent refrigeration performance,  
constant temperature

Liebherr appliances cool down food quickly and gently, 
and so reduce temperature fluctuations to a minimum. For 
greater freshness, a longer shelf life and less food waste.

Easy to use, easy to clean

Robust materials paired with intelligent functions and  
well thought-out design details ensure maximum hygiene 
(also with regard to the HACCP concept) and mean our 
appliances are very easy to use. This saves you time, 
energy, and money.
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The new counter fridges

Maximum flexibility  
and performance  
at a carefully thought-
through height –  
the new counter  
fridges from Liebherr
---
Hectic activity in a confined space – 
working in a professional kitchen 
requires appliances that can adapt 
and always work perfectly in every 
situation. Custom-fit Liebherr  
counter fridges in well thought-out 
heights with various equipment  
options enable short walking  
distances, optimum workflows,  
and safe storage.

Fresh food is on hand exactly where  
it is needed. Thanks to uniform  
temperature distribution, the  
appliances are reliably cool and free 
of condensation – right down to the 
last corner. You can choose whether 
this should be behind one door or 
separated across up to three drawers.

Freshness down to the very last corner

Liebherr counter fridges ensure extra-long freshness  
and shelf life of food thanks to the optimal air distribution 
throughout the appliance – even when it is fully loaded.

Hygienic through and through

Robust, high-quality stainless steel on the inside and 
outside – as if created from a single casting – means that 
the appliance is extremely easy to clean and ensures the 
safe storage of food without condensation.

Very versatile

Choose between three versions: 1/3 drawer for GN 
containers up to 15 cm high, 1/2 drawer a good 26.5 cm 
high or 2/3 drawer with a height of 37.5 cm, for  
standard beer crates.

Extremely user friendly

For easy stocking, doors remain open at angles greater 
than 90° and drawers can be fully extended. The latter  
can also be completely removed for easy cleaning.

Ultra-efficient

Constantly increasing electricity prices increase the  
requirements for efficiency in refrigerators and freezers. 
From the compressor to the seal, to the electronics,  
Liebherr fully utilises the savings potential of all components.  
The result is impressive – especially in terms of lifetime 
operating costs.

However, the new counter fridges  
not only showcase impressive  
functionality down to the last detail, 
but also are extremely easy to clean 
and have very low total operating 
costs. Combined with classic  
Liebherr features such as durability 
and robustness, this is a smart  
decision. See for yourself.
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The new counter fridgesThe new counter fridges

Replaceable door seal
Save time and money: the insertable 
Liebherr door seals are so easy to 
change. If a seal is damaged, you can 
replace it yourself without needing  
any tools at all.

Intuitive menu navigation 
Convenience at your fingertips: 
Check the appliance status from the 
control panel without needing to open 
the door. The menu guidance is self- 
explanatory and is controlled by three 
touch buttons.

HACCP compliant 
The HACCP compliant electronics  
enable accurate temperature settings. 

Quality right down to  
the smallest detail
---

Fits in every kitchen.  
And matches every  
requirement.
---
The modularity of Liebherr’s new  
counter fridges fits every niche – 
whether as a plug-in solution  
or a remote appliance, with a door  
or with one to three drawers.  
And fulfils every requirement. 

1    Drawers 2 x 1/2 
(interior height 20 cm)

2    Drawers 3 x 1/3 
(interior height 15 cm)

3    Drawers 1/3 + 2/3 
(interior height 30 cm)

4    Doors

Plug-in solution and  
remote cooling 
All our counter fridges and freezers are 
available as either a plug-in appliance  
or with remote cooling. This means  
they can be perfectly adapted to your 
individual needs or local conditions. 
Appliances with remote cooling can  
also be installed on a pedestal. 

Plug-in

Remote

The features shown depend on the model.

Energy-efficient hot gas  
defrosting (for plug-in models) 
Defrost quicker and less often. The 
electronic controller calculates the 
optimum defrost cycles based on the 
compressor run-time. Energy-efficient 
hot gas reduces the defrosting time from 
about 30 to just about 10 minutes – with 
only a minimum temperature increase  
in the appliance. This means the food 
doesn’t have to be taken out during 
defrosting and is not unnecessarily 
exposed to changes in temperature.

Advantage of hot gas defrosting
Reduces the time when the temperature is increased

30 min

Electric defrosting

10 min

Hot gas defrosting

Temperature stability  
in accordance with  
DIN EN 16825:2015
If they are to maintain their quality, 
groceries may only be subjected  
to minor temperature fluctuations.  
With stable values between –1 °C and 
+5 °C or between –15 °C and –18 °C, 
Liebherr appliances provide ideal 
conditions.

Frame heating  
No need to worry about mould or ice 
ever again. To prevent condensation,  
all Liebherr professional counter fridges 
and freezers are equipped with frame 
heating. This not only reduces cleaning 
effort but also improves hygiene. 
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The new counter fridges The new counter fridges

Counter fridges

Product name Doors/drawers (left to right)

Plug-in Remote First compartment Second compartment Third compartment Fourth compartment

FRTSvg 7521 FRTSrg 7521 Insulated door Insulated door

FRTSvg 7550 FRTSrg 7550 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Insulated door

FRTSvg 7551 FRTSrg 7551 Drawers 1/3 + 2/3 Insulated door  

FRTSvg 7552 FRTSrg 7552 Drawers 3 x 1/3 Insulated door  

FRTSvg 7522 FRTSrg 7522 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 2 x 1/2  

FRTSvg 7523 FRTSrg 7523 Drawers 3 x 1/3 Drawers 2 x 1/2

FRTSvg 7524 FRTSrg 7524 Drawers 3 x 1/3 Drawers 3 x 1/3  

FRTSvg 7531 FRTSrg 7531 Insulated door Insulated door Insulated door

FRTSvg 7553 FRTSrg 7553 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Insulated door Insulated door

FRTSvg 7555 FRTSrg 7555 Drawers 3 x 1/3 Insulated door Insulated door

FRTSvg 7556 FRTSrg 7556 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Insulated door

FRTSvg 7559 FRTSrg 7559 Drawers 1/3 + 2/3 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Insulated door

FRTSvg 7561 FRTSrg 7561 Drawers 3 x 1/3 Drawers 1/3 + 2/3 Insulated door

FRTSvg 7532 FRTSrg 7532 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 2 x 1/2

FRTSvg 7563 FRTSrg 7563 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 3 x 1/3

FRTSvg 7565 FRTSrg 7565 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 3 x 1/3 Drawers 3 x 1/3

FRTSvg 7566 FRTSrg 7566 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 3 x 1/3 Drawers 1/3+2/3

FRTSvg 7541 FRTSrg 7541 Insulated door Insulated door Insulated door Insulated door

FRTSvg 7570 FRTSrg 7570 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Insulated door Insulated door Insulated door

FRTSvg 7572 FRTSrg 7572 Drawers 3 x 1/3 Insulated door Insulated door Insulated door

FRTSvg 7573 FRTSrg 7573 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Insulated door Insulated door

FRTSvg 7576 FRTSrg 7576 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 1/3 + 2/3 Insulated door Insulated door

FRTSvg 7578 FRTSrg 7578 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Insulated door

FRTSvg 7582 FRTSrg 7582 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 2 x 1/2 Drawers 3 x 1/3 Insulated door

Counter freezers

Plug-in Remote First compartment Second compartment Third compartment Fourth compartment

FFTSvg 7521 FFTSrg 7521 Insulated door Insulated door

FFTSvg 7531 FFTSrg 7531 Insulated door Insulated door Insulated door

FFTSvg 7541 FFTSrg 7541 Insulated door Insulated door Insulated door Insulated door

2 compartments

3 compartments

4 compartments

Model variants (worktop)

Additional number for the worktop

001 Without worktop

T01 Stainless steel worktop without splash protection

S01 Stainless steel worktop with splashprotection

100–150 mm
Height adjustable feet 
Optional: Without feet Castors

The worktops of the new counter fridges are available in 
three different variants. The corresponding number must 
be added to the end of the model number (001, T01, S01). 
Example: FFTSvg 7521 001

Flexible in design  
and features
---
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The new freestanding appliances generation

A reimagined classic – 
the new generation of 
freestanding appliances 
from Liebherr
---
High temperatures, tight spaces,  
a lot of stress – the requirements  
for refrigerators and freezers in the 
catering industry have remained the 
same. However, what is new is that 
the value of food and energy has  
increased rapidly and thus must be 
protected as much as possible.  
Liebherr has an answer to this: Its 
new generation of appliances for  
the catering and hotel industry.

The new freestanding appliances 
have a large storage volume in which  
foodstuffs can be reliably and  
consistently cooled even at ambient 
temperatures of up to 40 °C. Specially 
developed for intensive loads and 
extreme requirements, they are  
robust, easy to clean and comply 
with all applicable directives,  
standards and norms. 

Reliability for years

High-quality materials and solid workmanship, coupled 
with at least ten years of spare parts availability after  
the series has been discontinued, make your Liebherr 
appliance a durable and sustainable product.

Stable temperatures, constant quality

Liebherr appliances ensure a stable temperature range 
between –1 °C and +5 °C or between –15 °C and –18 °C.  
This allows you to keep refrigerated food for longer and 
preserves the quality of your frozen goods. 

Energy efficiency at the highest level

High electricity prices necessitate energy-efficient 
refrigerators and freezers. From the compressor to the 
lighting and electronics, Liebherr fully utilises the  
savings potential of all components.

Clearly thought out

Robust materials and easy-to-clean design details,  
such as a floor drain or the seamless interior ensure the 
highest level of hygiene and maximum storage safety.

Thanks to the natural refrigerant 
R290 and efficient heat insulation, 
they are very sustainable and have a 
very low energy consumption. Seeing 
as the appliances are maintenance- 
free and guarantee a service life of at 
least 15 years, the new freestanding 
appliances offer an unprecedented 
TCO (Total Cost of Ownership).

Discover appliances that support  
you perfectly from the first dish to 
the very last. 
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FRFvg 6501

Performance
---

HumidityControl
The perfect climate conditions can only be created with 
the correct combination of temperature and humidity.  
HumidityControl allows you to adjust the humidity to your 
needs. For an optimal storage climate and the opportunity  
to enjoy that freshness for even longer. 

SmartFrost greatly reduces the frost build-up in the  
interior and on the stored food. Defrosting is required less 
often because the foam-insulated evaporator ensures  
even and energy efficient cooling.

Liebherr UI and network capable
Convenience at your fingertips: Check the appliance 
status from the control panel integrated flush in the door 
without needing to open the door. The menu guidance is 
self-explanatory and is controlled by three touch buttons. 
The retrofittable WiFi/LAN interface connects appliances 
to external systems. For example, you can use Liebherr 
SmartMonitoring to control and document the storage 
temperature.

Seamless inner liner
In commercial design, the moulded inner liners are made 
of food-safe polystyrene. They are odourless, very robust, 
long-lasting and are easy to clean thanks to their large  
corner radii – therefore very hygienic.

Suitable for Euronorm boxes  
(only freezers)
Liebherr freezers for the catering industry 
are specially designed to meet the needs  
of kitchens and bakeries and are therefore  
suitable for use with Euronorm boxes.

Grid shelves
The plastic-coated grid shelves allow  
versatile use of the interior and can carry  
up to 60 kg, meaning that goods can be 
stored safely even when extremely heavy. 

Manual defrost start
Doors left open or evaporating substances 
can cause ice to form on the evaporator, 
resulting in temperature fluctuations  
and higher energy consumption. To clear  
the appliance of ice, you can also start  
an automatic defrost manually, restoring  
optimal storage conditions and lowering 
energy consumption.

The right appliance 
for every  
requirement
---
Performance series  
Our Performance series focuses 
on the essentials: Appliances in 
this class meet all the require-
ments for safe, temperature- 
stable storage. All Performance 
appliances are made of white 
steel, are available as solid door 
models, and are equipped with 
the SmartFrost function in the 
freezer variant.

Perfection series  
The appliances in the Perfection 
series offer everything you  
could need to meet the highest 
demands and requirements of 
your everyday professional life. 
They are made of stainless steel, 
are available with either solid or 
glass doors, and feature optimal 
lighting. Their cooling range spans 
from –2 +15 °C; their freezers 
include both the SmartFrost and 
the NoFrost functions.

The new freestanding appliances generationSeries

The features shown depend on the model.16 17



FRFCvg 6511

Quality right down to 
the smallest detail
---

The new freestanding appliances generation

Perfection
---

LED lighting
Even in a dark environment, the LED  
ceiling lighting provides good illumination 
for the interior. This not only saves time 
looking for what you want, but above all, 
cuts energy costs.

Convenience at your fingertips
Check the appliance status from the 
control panel integrated flush in the  
door without needing to open door. The  
menu guidance is self-explanatory and  
is controlled by three touch buttons.

Enhanced temperature range
–2 °C to +15 °C
Liebherr refrigerators have an extended 
temperature range from −2 °C to +15 °C, 
so even meat stays fresh and tasty  
for longer.

NoFrost technology (only freezers) 
With professional appliances from  
Liebherr, defrosting is no longer necessary. 
Any moisture that occurs is combated 
by the fan-assisted cooling, and cyclical 
defrosting phases remove even the last 
moisture particles out of the interior –  
for convenient, safe, and ice-free storage. 

LightAlarm
In the event of an uncontrolled 
temperature rise or other problems, 
the interior light of the appliance starts 
flashing. This quickly shows when  
action is needed.

Stainless steel housing
The stainless steel outer housing with 
single-piece side walls is designed  
without gaps, and is thus very hygienic 
and easy to clean.

The new freestanding appliances generation

The new refrigerators  
are available with either  
an insulated or glass door.

The features shown depend on the model.18 19



WFbli 7741

The new wine  
cabinets from  
Liebherr – for  
true enjoyment 
---
Wherever good wines are being 
appreciated, Liebherr is not  
far away. Our newly developed 
fridges meet the requirements 
of both wine connoisseurs  
and wines in terms of storing 
and tempering. Discover the 
qualities of our new generation 
of GrandCru wine storage  
cabinets and the new Perfection 
series wine serving cabinets.

Maximum storage capacity
Depending on the model, neck-to-neck storage on sturdy 
metal shelves allows 158 to 284 bottles to be stored 
safely and accessed easily.

FreshAir 
For a pure bouquet, an activated 
charcoal filter reliably binds 
odours of any kind.

VibrateSafe
Specially developed, particularly 
quiet compressors and the  
solid shelves ensure the wine is 
not disturbed when stored.

PowerChill 
Newly stored bottles are cooled very quickly and  
automatically to the ideal serving temperature.

SmartDevice
The integrated SmartDevice box 
enables appliance control and use 
of additional services via computer 
and mobile end devices.

Presentation light
Effectively showcases the wine collection even when  
the glass door is closed. The brightness can be dimmed 
using the display.*

TempProtect Plus
Two sensors constantly measure the temperature 
in the wine cabinet. A notification is sent in the event  
of a critical change.*

HumiditySelect
Humidity can be actively
regulated in 5% increments
between 50% and 80% RH**.

The new wine serving cabinets

LightColumn
An LED light column from top  
to bottom on both sides evenly 
illuminates the interior. 

eDoorLock
An electronic door lock prevents 
unauthorised operation and only 
unlocks the wine cabinet after  
a correct PIN has been entered.*

SelfClosing Door
The door of the wine cabinet closes 
smoothly by itself when opened  
less than 90°.

UVProtect Plus 
3-fold protection: A tinted glass 
door with two layers of vacuum- 
deposited metal provides highly 
efficient protection from solar 
radiation.

Height adjustable  
metal shelves
Robust and easy to clean, with  
an attractive wooden front, height- 
adjustable on smooth runners.

*SmartDevice/Smart app can also be used.
** For temperatures in living environment. In the case of very dry/cold environments,  
e.g. cellars, we recommend the tailor-made water box from our range of accessories to support the system.The features shown depend on the model. 21



Our rangeOur range

Professional  
to the last niche –  
with Liebherr
---
The better everyone can do their job, 
the better the kitchen. When it comes 
to cooling and freezing, you can now 
ensure all positions deliver 100% 
professionalism – with fridges and 
freezers from Liebherr. Discover our 
comprehensive portfolio and enjoy  
a powerful and complete solution 
from a professional source.

That extra bit of quality for every kitchen

Whether cooling or freezing, counter fridges or freestanding 
appliances, with doors or drawers, on feet or on castors 
– Liebherr leaves nothing to be desired. And no requirement 
unfulfilled. Because even the smallest accessory represents 
what Liebherr stands for: Quality and German engineering.

Original Liebherr: Spare parts available  
for ten years

We guarantee spare parts availability for at least ten  
years after the series has been discontinued – although, 
of course, we do everything we can to ensure that you 
don’t need spare parts in the first place.

Always reliable: Our Liebherr service

Liebherr not only offers the highest professional  
performance in terms of appliances but also in terms  
of service. From planning to delivery and support during 
the appliance’s service life, we provide you with expert 
support. Find out how we can support you in your  
daily work. 

Professional excellence is based on principles.  
We have five.

  Exceptional durability 
and efficiency

  Outstanding cooling performance 
and temperature stability

  Intelligent functions 
for maximum safety 

  Maximum hygiene and ease  
of cleaning

  Optimal handling  
and features

Comprehensive solution  
for everyday use
---

BIM data available with immediate effect
The cooperation between Liebherr-Hausgeräte and  
Specifi® gives planners and dealers worldwide access  
to a digital Liebherr-Hausgeräte library with BIM models  
for the food service and and scientific industries.  
Compatible with AutoCAD® and Revit®. 
home.liebherr.com/bimdata
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Learn more about the new counter fridges  
and freestanding appliances from Liebherr at  
home.liebherr.com/foodservice

Or ask your Liebherr partner on site.

home.liebherr.com


